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Define governance rolesStep 1

The governance board of a partnership includes high level representatives

from each partner organization. This group has the mandate to ensure the

general oversight of the partnership performance, to make decisions for

moving the partnership forward and to address any important challenges or

barriers.  It can also fulfill other specific functions depending on the partnership

context.

1.1. Discuss and  align on the following aspects of the partnership governance

board:

     * Board mandate: WHY does the board exist? What are its overarching

     goals and objectives for the partnership?

    * Board functions: WHAT will the board do? What responsibilities and

     functions will it have?  Examples (see example box on the right)

     * Board composition: WHO should be on the board? What will be each

      member’s role?

     - What skills and capabilities are required to fulfill the board functions.

    Examples: Technology expertise, Financial management, sectoral

    intelligence, government relations…

    - Do we have the required skills on the board? Who else should be invited to

   join the board to fill any gaps? Is the board composition diverse   

  (perspectives, gender, ethnic…)?

    - What roles need to be fulfilled for the board management. Example: Chair,

   co-chair, secretariat… What are the responsibilities of each role and who will

   fulfill each role?

Define monitoring processesStep 2

2.1. Review your list of governance functions and identify those that will require regular monitoring.

For each monitoring function, discuss and decide on the processes and tools that you will need to

develop to monitor and report on the partnership progress. Identify specific tools if they already exist,

otherwise discuss a plan to develop these and assign responsibilities.

2.2. For each monitoring function, discuss and decide who from the committee will be responsible for

reporting back to the committee and at what frequency will this area be monitored.

Define coordination processesStep 3

3.1. Beyond monitoring functions, governance boards are often responsible for general coordination

functions that could benefit from established processes to ensure a consistent and efficient handling when

they need to be fulfilled (see examples in table below). Discuss and align on the coordination processes

that you will put in place to ensure success.

3.2. Discuss and record any principles you consider important for your governance board to abide by.

These could relate to mutual values, workstyles and mindsets (see Cultural Fit tool). Make sure to also

establish rules specific to the board meetings planning and execution.

Examples of board functions:

* Monitor performance & risks

* Monitor budget spending and savings

* Ensure internal staff and leadership

buy-in

* Negotiate any necessary amendment

to established contract

* Make critical resource allocation

decisions

* Approve progress to new phases

* Approve important external

communications

   

Partner Organization Member Role Board Mandate:

Board Composition

Processes Lead Member

Performance Management

Risk Management

Financial Oversight

Compliance Oversight

Monitoring Processes

Frequency

Define coordination processesStep 3

Internal Communication

Risk Management

Financial Oversight

Compliance Oversight

Coordination Processes

Governance Principles


